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collimator, each with an aperture of 1^ inch and focal length 18 inches, the lenses being of quartz, cut perpendicularly to the axis and unachromatised, giving a very good definition with monochromatic light. The chromatic aberration is in this case an advantage, f0r when the telescope is in focus for lines in the spectrum of any given " order, the overlapping parts of spectra of different orders are out of focus, and their brightness consequently more or less enfeebled. We have sometimes used green or blue glasses to enhance this result. The telescope and the collimator were generally fixed at about 45°, the collimator being more nearly normal to the grating than the telescope, < and the grating moved to bring in successive parts of the spectra! r For the parts of the spectra less refrangible than the Fraunhofer line E the spectrum of the third order was employed, for the more refrangi. ble rays that of the fourth order. The source of light was the electric arc taken in a crucible of magnesia or lime ; and for the examination of any supposed coincidence first one metal was introduced into the crucible and the line to be observed placed on the pointer of the eye-? piece, the second metal was next introduced, and then in most cases, as detailed below, two lines were seen where only one was visible before, and the pointer indicated which of the two belonged to the metal first introduced. In some cases where both metals were already / in the crucible, we had to reinforce the spectrum of one of the metals by the introduction of more of that metal, which generally brought out the spectrum of that metal more markedly than the other, and enabled us to distinguish the lines with a high degree of probability. Thus the crucibles of magnesia, or the carbons, always contain sufficient lithium to show the orange line and the calcium line hereto--lore supposed coincident with it (wave-length 6101'9), but we observed 1 these lines quite distinct and separated by a distance, estimated by the eye in comparison with the distance of neighbouring titanium lines, at about one division of Angstrom's scale. On dropping a minute piece of lithium carbonate into the crucible the less refrangible line was seen to expand, and for a short time to be reversed, the other line remaining narrow and quite unaltered. When the lithium had evaporated, and both lines were again narrow, a small piece of Iceland spar was dropped into the crucible, which immediately caused the expansion, and on one occasion the reversal, of the more refrangible line, while now the less refrangible line was unaffected.
In this way we satisfied ourselves that the calcium line is the more refrangible of the two, and is probably represented by the line at wave length 61019 in Angstrom's normal solar spectrum, while the lithium line appears to be unrepresented.
In the case of iron, which gives such a multitude of lines, it was a priori probable that some lines would be coincident, or nearly so, with lines of other elements ; and in fact we find that in five-sixths of Le supposed coincidences lines of iron are involved. W e have, thereore chiefly directed our attention to iron lines.
Taking iron and titanium , we find th a t we can resolve the lines a t he wave-lengths follow ing:
I 60647* is a wide double, the iron line less refrangible than the ilitanium by something like a division on A ngstrom s scale. Y oung lid not resolve this line, probably because he was looking for a m uch closer double line.
. _ f 5714-09. A very close double, th e iron the less refrangible, but not in Thalen's list. * 5661 65. A double titanium line, b u t there appears to be a single iron line between the titanium lines.
5489-05, A titanium line, b u t we could not see any iron line in the arc a t this place, and no such iron line is in T halen's list.
5486"94. The iron line is more refrangible th an th e titanium . 5446"07. R ather a close double, th e iron line the less refrangible. 5428-96. A wider double, the iron line the less refrangible. 5403-28. The iron line in th is is the more refrangible. 5396-19. The iron line is the less refrangible.
5006-72. W e have not resolved this lin e ; b u t i t is not given as an iron line in T halen's list.
4990-48. W e have not resolved th is lin e ; bu t it is a very strong titanium line, and the titanium m ay have overpowered the iron line if they are not coincident.
4690" 69. The iron line is given by Thalen as slightly less refrangi ble than the titanium line, b u t we did not resolve this line (see Appendix to this paper). 4426*9. N ot given as an iron line in T balen's list. 4307*25. The iron line is given by Thalen as slightly m ore refran gible th a t the titanium line. W e have no t resolved this line, the titanium line being weak.
4293-96. The iron is given by Thalen as slightly less refrangible than the titanium , but we did not resolve this line, or make out th at there is any titanium line a t this place. 4287*47. This is not given as an iron line in T halen's list. 417177. W e have repeatedly looked for th is titanium line b u t have not seen i t in the arc.
In the case of calcinm it was more difficult to resolve close doubles, | because the introduction of a very small quantity of a calcium com pound into the arc for the purpose of identification caused such an expansion of the calcium lines as to overpower in many cases their * weaker neighbours. There are no iron lines at these places in Thalen's list, nor ---------pole was of iron. 4407*8 seems to be an iron line, though not in Thalen's list, but the calcium line, if there be one at this place in the arc, is so faint that we could not certainly make it out. 4379*16 also seems to be an iron line not in Thalen's list, but we could find no calcium line in the arc corresponding to it.
4375-46 is not given as a calcium line in Thalen's list, and we could sfee no calcium line at this place.
4307 25 seems to be a very close double, not distinctly divisible, as both lines are somewhat diffuse, but the iron a little less refrangible if it expands symmetrically, and so given by Kirchhoff and by Thalen. 4301*95. The iron line here is faint, and it is more refrangible than the calcium line. 4298*56. Close but distinctly divisible double, the iron less refrangible than the calcium line. 4271*33 had the appearance of a very close double, as when calcium chloride was introduced into the crucible, the line expanded more on its less refrangible side, as if the iron line were rather more refrangi ble than the calcium line ; but we could not definitely separate the two. The two lines are not given as exactly coincident by Thalen.
The lines 4249*81, 4246*89, 4233, 4143*14, 4131*52 are doubtful calcium chloride was introduced into the arc, though the other calcium lines in the neighbourhood were -well developed. 4097*55 does not seem to be an iron line, and we could detect no such line in the arc when the positive pole was of iron.
Of supposed common lines of nickel and iron :-could we detect any in the arc though the positive calcium lines ; at least, we could not detect any such lines when 5168-48 is a close double, bu t tbe iron is less refrangible th an the nickel line. . . . , • v 5145-87 we could not resolve, b u t it is not down as an iron line fn Thalen's list.
, .. [ 5142-1 is double, and th e iron line the less refrangible, b u t it Iwas difficult to separate the two lines by reason of their-diffuse f 5130-9 is a very close double, th e iron line m ore refrangible and weaker than th e nickel line.
4854-85 we have no t been able to find any iron line here in th e arc. Of supposed coincident lines of m anganese and ir o n : 5340*38 is a close double of manganese and iron, b u t still definitely divisible, the iron line being the more refrangible of th e two. 5254*21 is ra th e r a wide double, w ith the iron line th e m ore re frangible. . . _ _ 4489*49, also plainly double, has th e iron line m ore refrangible th an the manganese line.
4414-77 is a close double, b u t distinctly separable, th e iron line the Hess refrangible.
4054-48. There is a fa in t iron line here slightly m ore refrangible than the m anganese line.
The m agnesium and iron lines in are separable, the iron line being less refrangible.
Of chromium lines supposed coincident w ith iron lines : 5207*78 is plainly double, the iron line being the less refrangible. } 5203-88 not clearly resolved, b u t the iron line seems the less refrangible.
4654-07. W e failed to detect any chrom ium line a t th is place, though the chromium line a t 4646*6 was brig h t and strong, as well as a line at 4650-5. 4646*6 we could no t resolve, bu t T halen gives no line of iron in his
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list at this place. 4369*27 does not appear to be an iron lin e ; we could detect no such line in the arc, and it is n o t given in T halen's list. There is an iron line about one division of A ngstrom 's scale, less refrangible. Of supposed coincident lines of iron and co b alt:-5265 94 is decidedly double, and th e m ore refrangible of the two lines due to cobalt. 5352*57 we did not resolve w ith certainty, b u t cobalt expanded the line more on the less refrangible side-5681*52. The iron line here is decidedly m ore refrangible th a n th a t of sodium.
W e have examined fu rth e r the supposed coincident lines of cobalt and calcium, and of chrom ium and calcium, and find th a t 6121*34 is plainly resolvable, and the cobalt line is the less refrangible of the two.
4289'44 and 4274'63 are both close doubles, with the chromium lines the less refrangible. The latter line is difficult to resolve. 5856 6 is plainly resolvable, the calcium line more refrangible than the nickel line. 548029. This is a double line of titanium , and the strontium line is more refrangible than either titanium line. They form a not very close triplet.
5424-8. The barium line lies between the titanium line and the iron line next it (54237), and the iron line is a very little more refrangible than the barium line.
The indium line 4101'2 we found very difficult to separate from the hydrogen line (h), as the latter had to be taken from th tube, and is both faint and diffuse, but several observations all led to the conclusion th at the indium line is very slightly less refrangible than that of hydrogen.
We have also directly compared the iron line at SSld'O? with the solar spectrum, and found th at the iron line corresponds with the less refrangible of the two solar lines at this place, so that the coronal line is in all probability the other line of the pair.
There are still a few cases of supposed coincidences which we have not examined. The results which we have recorded strongly confirm Young's observations, and leave, we think, little doubt th at the few as yet unresolved coincidences either will yield to a higher dispersion, or are merely accidental. I t would indeed be strange, if amongst all the variety of chemical elements, and the still greater variety of vibrations which some of them are capable of taking up, there were no two which could take up vibrations of the same period. We certainly should have supposed th at substances like iron and titanium , with such a large number of lines, must each com sist of more than one kind of molecule, and th at not single lines, but several lines of each, would be found repeated in the spectra of some other chemical elements. The fact th at hardly single coincidences can be established is a strong argument th at the materials of iron and titanium, even if they be not homogeneous, are still different from those of other chemical elements. The supposition that the different elements may be resolved into simpler constituents, or into a single one, has long been a favourite speculation with chem ists; but how ever probable this hypothesis may appear, a priori, it must be acknowledged that the facts derived from the most powerful method of analytical investigation yet devised give it scant support.
Appendix. May 13, 1881.
The following supposed coincidences have been resolved,-in addition to those before m entioned;-| g449-27. This is ra th e r a wide double, the calcium line being more refrangible than th a t of barium .
.. 6461-98. This is a close double, b u t the iron is less refrangible than 6 4^3 5^ wide double, the cadm ium more refrangible than th e balcium line. 6407*38. The iron line is decidedly more refrangible th an th e Istrontium line. , . , . ., . 4690*69. Not resolved before only from the faintness ot the iron line, which is less refrangible th an the titanium line. 
